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AGENDA FOR 

LICENSING ACT 2003 HEARINGS  

5PM MONDAY 16 FEBRUARY 2015 

COUNCIL CHAMBERS 
 
 
 1. Application for a New Premises Licence: Oxford Wine Cafe: 

14/04165/PREM  (Pages 1 - 46) 
 

  The Head of Environmental Development has submitted a report which details an 
application for a New Premises Licence: Oxford Wine Café, 32 Little Clarendon Street, 
Oxford, OX1 2HU.  
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To: Licensing & Gambling Acts Casework Sub-Committee  

 
Date: 16 February 2015 Item No: 1  

 
Report of:  Head of Environmental Development  
 
Title of Report:  Oxford Wine Café (Jericho) Ltd – Application for a New 

Premises Licence: Oxford Wine Café, 32 Little 
Clarendon Street, Oxford, OX1 2HU. 

 
Application Ref: 14/04165/PREM 
  

 
Summary and Recommendations 

 
Purpose of report:  To inform the determination of Oxford Wine Café (Jericho) 
Ltd’s application for a New Premises Licence for Oxford Wine Café, 32 Little 
Clarendon Street, Oxford, OX1 2HU. 
 
Report Approved by:  
 
Legal: Daniel Smith  
 
Policy Framework: Statement of Licensing Policy 
 
Recommendation(s):  
Committee is requested to determine Oxford Wine Café (Jericho) Ltd’s 
application taking into account the details in this report and any representations 
made at this Sub-Committee meeting. 
 
 
Additional Papers: 
 
 
Appendix One:  Application for a New Premises Licence 
 
Appendix Two: Representations from Interested Parties  
  
Appendix Three: Location Map 
 
 
Introduction 
 
1. This report is made to the Licensing & Gambling Acts Casework Sub-

Committee so it may determine in accordance with its powers and the 
Licensing Act 2003 whether to grant a New Premises Licence to Oxford 
Wine Café (Jericho) Ltd. 
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Application Summary 
 
2. An application for a New Premises Licence has been submitted by Oxford 

Wine Café (Jericho) Ltd. A summary of the licensable activities applied for 
and the times proposed for these activities can be found detailed below. 

 

Supply of Alcohol (on sales only): 

Sunday - Thursday 11:00 Until 23:00 

Friday - Saturday 11:00 Until 01:00 

St Patrick’s Night 11:00 Until 02:00 

New Year’s Eve 11:00 Until 02:00 

 
3. Both the application (including plans of the premises) and the steps that the 

applicant intends to take to promote the licensing objectives (as set out in 
the operating schedule) can be found at Appendix One. 

 
Relevant Representations 
 
4. No representations have been received from the Responsible Authorities as 

detailed in the table below.   
 

Responsible Authority Response Licensing Objective(s) 

Thames Valley Police: No Representation - 

Fire & Rescue Service: No Representation - 

Environmental Health: No Representation - 

Health and Safety: No Representation - 

Planning: No Representation  - 

Trading Standards: No Representation - 

Child Safeguarding:  No Representation - 

Licensing Authority: No Representation - 

   
5. Valid representations both for and against the application have been 

received from Interested Parties as detailed in the table below. Copies of 
these representations are attached at Appendix Two. 

 
Name Address Licensing Objective(s) 

Genefer Clark 21 Walton Street, Oxford Public Nuisance 2



 
 

Mary Hossain 24 Walton Street, Oxford Public Nuisance 

Cllr Susanna 
Pressel Jericho & Osney Ward Public Nuisance, Public 

Safety 

Hagan Tong 30 Walton Street, Oxford 
Prevention of Crime & 
Disorder, Public 
Nuisance, Public Safety 

Penelope & Oliver 
Ormerod 

4 Walton Crescent, 
Oxford 

Prevention of Crime & 
Disorder, Public 
Nuisance, Public Safety,  

Richard Hillier Address not supplied 
Prevention of Crime & 
Disorder, Public 
Nuisance, Public Safety 

Christopher 
Coombe 

St John Street Area 
Residents’ Association, 
Oxford 

Public Nuisance 

Cllr Louise Upton North Ward 
Prevention of Crime & 
Disorder, Public 
Nuisance 

Paul Hornby Jericho Community 
Association 

Prevention of Crime & 
Disorder 

Andrew & Nickie 
Pitts Address not supplied In support of application 

Emma Hardie Address not supplied In support of application 

Philip Blanchard Address not supplied In support of application 

Bob Shears Flat 14 Randolph House, 
1 Hernes Road, Oxford In support of application 

Philip Weatherburn Address not supplied In support of application 

Dr Frances Gardner University of Oxford In support of application 

 
Location 
 
6. A map is attached at Appendix Three showing the general location of the 

applicant’s premises, and the proximity to the premises of those who have 
raised objections to the application. 

 
Statement of Licensing Policy 
 
7. The Sub-Committee is referred to the Council’s Statement of Licensing 

Policy*. In particular, the following paragraphs have a bearing upon the 
application:  
 

Relevant Policy Matters Sections Policy 

Prevention of Crime & Disorder: 7.5.1 to 7.5.2 
8.3.1 to 8.7.2 

PP1 
OS7 to OS12 

Public Safety: 8.2.1 to 8.2.2 OS2 to OS4 
3



 
 

Public Nuisance: 7.3.1 to 7.3.10 LA4 to LA6 

Licensing Hours: 
5.1.1 
5.2.1 
5.3.1 to 5.3.3 

LH3 
LH5 
LH6 

 
8. A number of changes have been made to the Licensing Act 2003 in recent 

times by the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, the Live 
Music Act 2012 and the Deregulation of Schedule 1 of the 2003 Act.  
 

9. The Authority’s Statement of Licensing Policy has not yet been revised 
following the introduction of these changes, the above sections from the 
current Policy do not reflect these changes which include removing the 
“vicinity test” for interested parties and amending the wording of the 2003 
Act so that conditions imposed on licences must now be “appropriate to the 
promotion of the Licensing Objectives” rather than “necessary”.  
 

10. A copy of the Statement of Licensing Policy may be obtained from the 
Council Offices or found online at: www.oxford.gov.uk/licensing 

 
Home Office Statutory Guidance  
 
11. Members are also referred to the statutory guidance issued by the Home 

Office. Of particular relevance to this application are the following matters: 
 

Relevant Sections Relevant Paragraphs 

Crime and Disorder:  2.1 to 2.7 

Public Safety: 2.8 to 2.17 

Public Nuisance: 2.18 to 2.24 

  
12. A copy of the Home Office Statutory Guidance may be found online at: 

www.gov.uk/government/publications/revised-guidance-issued-
under-section-182-of-the-licensing-act-2003 
 

Other Relevant Considerations 
 
13. The Sub-Committee is reminded of its responsibilities under the Crime and 

Disorder Act 1998 (to co-operate in the reduction of crime and disorder in 
Oxford) and the Human Rights Act (which guarantees the right to a fair 
hearing for all parties in the determination of their civil rights, and also 
provides for the protection of property, which may include licences in 
existence, and the protection of private and family life) when considering the 
fair balance between the interests of the applicant and the rights of local 
residents. Any decision taken by the Sub-Committee must be necessary 
and proportionate to the objectives being pursued.  
 

14. Members are reminded that whenever they make a decision under the 
Licensing Act 2003, they have a duty to act with a view to promoting the 
licensing objectives. 4



 
 

 
15. When considering any representations, only those issues relating to the four 

licensing objectives should be considered and appropriate weight given to 
the importance and relevance of each representation. 

 
16. In making its decision, Members must also have regard to the Home Office 

statutory guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 and 
the Council’s own Statement of Licensing Policy.  

 
17. The Sub-Committee must take such of the following steps as it considers 

appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives: 
 

a) Grant the licence in accordance with the application. 
 

b) Modify the conditions of the operating schedule by altering or 
omitting or adding to them. 
 

c) Exclude or restrict from the scope of the licence any of the 
licensable activities to which the application relates. 
 

d) Reject the whole of the application. 
 
The Sub-Committee may also grant the licence subject to different 
conditions for different parts of the premises or the different licensable 
activities. 
 

18. Members are asked to note that they may not modify the conditions or 
reject whole or part of the application merely because they consider it 
desirable to do so. It must be appropriate to do so in order to promote the 
licensing objectives. Any such step must relate to a relevant representation 
made. 

19. If Members grant the application, the details of the operating schedule will 
be incorporated into the licence as conditions. The licence will also be 
subject to certain mandatory conditions. 

 
20. Members should note that the applicant or persons making representations 

have the right of appeal against the decision made by the Sub-Committee. 
 

 
Name and contact details of author:   Julian Alison 
 Licensing Manager 
 Environmental Development 
 Tel: 01865 252381 
 Email: jalison@oxford.gov.uk 
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From: maryhossain   
Posted At: 07 January 2015 19:46 
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk 
Conversation: 14/04165/PREM 
Subject: 14/04165/PREM 

Ref. 14/04165/PREM 

From Mary Hossain, 24 Walton Street, Oxford OX12HQ 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
I write as a resident of 24 Walton Street, very close to the proposed Oxford Wine 
Cafe at the corner of Little Clarendon Street and Walton Street. I am concerned that 
this Wine Cafe will add considerably to the noise and disruption caused by people 
drinking in the area. As they walk home people make a lot of noise. This is a 
residential street and it is important that we should have peace and quiet to sleep at 
nights. The hours, especially on Friday and Saturday would extend far into the night. 
The Sunday to Thursday hours, 11.0 till 23.00 are late and the Friday and Saturday 
hours, from 11.0 till 1.0 are much too late for residents who expect to be able to 
sleep without disturbance from 10pm onwards. I see that on the notice in the window 
there is even a request for the cafe to remain open until 2.0am on New Year’s Eve 
and St Patrick’s Day. In addition I am worried that people will congregate on the 
pavement in order to smoke, producing yet more noise and congestion. 
 
I regret that permission has been given for these premises to be used as a wine 
bar/cafe, when there are already so many such establishments, better situated in 
being further away from this residential area.  
 
I strongly request that the application for these opening hours be rejected. 
 
Yours faithfully 
Mary Hossain 
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From: Councillor PRESSEL Susanna 
Sent: 11 January 2015 19:05 
To: ALISON Julian 
Subject: 14/04165/PREM 
 
 
To the Licensing Panel 

I’m writing to object to the above application on behalf of the people I represent in 
Walton Street and the rest of Jericho. 
 
I know that the Oxford Wine Company is a reputable local business, that targets 
somewhat older and quieter drinkers, but I nevertheless have some concerns, 
because of possible noise disturbance from inebriated departing patrons after 11.15 
or 11.30 pm on Fridays and Saturdays. This is already a problem in Walton Street 
and Jericho and we do not wish to see it exacerbated. If a licence is granted, I would 
therefore like to see the hours restricted to 11 pm every night, so that neighbours 
(including all the students sleeping immediately above these premises) have more 
chance of getting to sleep at a reasonable hour. 
 
I am also worried about public safety, because there seems to be nowhere safe for 
smokers to go. The pavements on both sides of this corner premise are far too 
narrow to accommodate pairs or groups of people standing and smoking outside: 
there is already a big problem of people stepping off the pavement and into the path 
of cyclists coming round the corner and heading east up Little Clarendon Street. I 
suggest that the applicants need to designate an area away from the public highway 
(including the footways) for their smoking customers. This would presumably require 
negotiation with other landowners. Please do not grant a licence until you have seen 
a binding legal agreement to this effect. 

Regards 

Susanna Pressel 

Councillor Susanna Pressel 
City Councillor and County Councillor for Jericho and Osney Ward 
7 Rawlinson Road 
Oxford
OX2 6UE 

www.oxford.gov.uk 
www.oxfordshire.gov.uk  
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Posted At: 10 January 2015 19:03 
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk 
Conversation: Comments for Licensing Application 14/04165/PREM 
Subject: Comments for Licensing Application 14/04165/PREM 

Application Summary 

Address: 32 Little Clarendon Street Oxford Oxfordshire OX1 
2HU  

Proposal: Premises Licence  
Case Officer: Allan Hibberd  

Customer Details 
Name: Mr hagan tong 
Email:
Address: 30 Walton Street Jericho Oxford 

Comments Details 
Commenter Type: Neighbours 
Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application
Reasons for 
comment: 

- Other objection  
- Public Safety  

Comments: 19:02 10 January 2013 

I am writing to register my objection to the proposed change of licensing application 
to the use of premises 32 Little Clarendon Street Oxford Oxfordshire OX1 2HU. 

There would be a new level of antisocial behaviour. Pubwatch, other pub 
landlords and the police regularly campaign against such behaviour. 

As a local independent bar owner, Jericho is already over subscribed with puds and 
bars, there are currently 14 in Jericho, this is not including restaurants that supply 
alcohol. Changing the use of this premises will bring in new competition and would 
compromise existing small businesses. 
 
The premises is also located on the corner of Little Clarendon Street and Walton 
Street, a busy T junction at Jericho, the footpath is tight around the premises and 
during the opening hours, customers would come out and smoke outside the 
premises, this will lead to overcrowding the area when members of the public uses 
the pathway and zebra crossing, furthermore there are not barrier beside the 
footpath to pervert people from falling/tipping onto the road due overcrowding of the 
area or when drunk.  
 
In view of the above, I would urge the Licensing Authority to refuse the application. 
Thank you for your time. 
 
Sincerely,  
Hagan Tong
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From: Penelope Ormerod  
Posted At: 12 January 2015 16:19 
Posted To: Inbox 
Conversation: 14/04165/PREM 
Subject: 14/04165/PREM 

I’m writing this directly to your email address rather than trying to do it online as I've 
only just had my attention drawn to this very concerning proposal and the deadline 
apparently is tomorrow. I want to object very strongly to this application on the 
grounds that it contravenes each of the 4 licensing objectives:  

1.             the prevention of crime and disorder 

2.             public safety 

3.             prevention of public nuisance 

4.             the protection of children from harm 

Jericho is saturated with opportunities to consume alcohol and this additional wine 
bar on a busy corner, with a narrow pavement, so that yet more alcohol can be 
consumed beyond the time when food is served will inevitably have adverse effects 
on public safety, on the prevention of public nuisance, on prevention of crime and 
disorder and potentially put children at risk. There are quite literally dozens of wine 
bars, restaurants and cafes - not to mention an off-license and 4 other supermarkets 
of various sizes selling alcohol - within less than 100 metres of this proposed 
addition. Like many of us, I was very disappointed when the very pretty row of 
independent shops was replaced by yet another corporate supermarket. Now we are 
to have yet another retail opportunity for drinkers to disturb what was once our 
peace. 

This is a residential area. It will be bad enough to have yet another superfluous wine 
bar, but I am appalled at your proposal to extend the hours beyond 11 pm on 
Fridays, Saturdays, New Year's Eve and St Patrick's Day. It is also wholly 
unreasonable to suggest the late closing hour of 11 pm on every single Sunday. 

Already we have sad groups of smoking addicts loitering outside the existing wine 
bar on the corner of Walton Street and Walton Crescent. Already pedestrians are 
regularly forced onto the road to avoid them (including young children, mothers with 
pushchairs, toddlers desperately trying to keep hold of a parent’s hand). Now you 
are suggesting we must put up with yet more drunken customers spilling out onto the 
pavement at all hours, yet more noise pollution.  We already have to endure sounds 
of not always happy revelry on summer nights if we’re sitting in our gardens – and 
the next day, the pools of vomit are getting more regular even before this proposed 
addition. 

Providing yet another opportunity to consume alcohol in Walton Street can only 
exacerbate the risks of increased crime and disorder. With 2 wine bars directly 
opposite each other – each with their own bouncer? – our quiet residential corner is 
being relentlessly commercialised without any consideration for the community that 
lives here.  

 33



Apparently staff will help customers to order taxis from a reputable firm. Lines of 
waiting taxis will pose an even greater hazard to cyclists and pedestrians as well as 
other cars – has any thought at all been given to the proximity of the zebra crossing 
and the narrowness of both Walton Street and Little Clarendon Street? Will the 
waiting taxis be spewing out fumes and revving up in Walton Crescent?  

Jericho does NOT need another wine bar. Please at the very least rethink the 
opening hours. 

Yours sincerely 

Penelope & Oliver Ormerod 

4 Walton Crescent,

Oxford OX1 2JG 
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14/04165/PREM | Premises Licence | | 32 Little Clarendon Street Oxford Oxfordshire 
OX1 2HU

This application has an adverse effect on the promotion of at least 3 of the 4 licensing 
objectives, i.e. public safety, prevention of public nuisance and prevention of crime and 
disorder. The use of a premise that is located on a busy corner, with a narrow pavement, 
right beside a zebra crossing for the consumption of alcohol beyond the time when food is 
served, contravenes all the above objectives. The extended hours beyond 11 pm on 
Fridays, Saturdays, New Year's Eve and St Patrick's Day are unreasonable in a residential 
area, as is the late closing hour of 11 pm on Sundays, particularly in an area that is already 
well-served with restaurants, cafes and wine bars - four of which are within 50 yards of the 
Oxford Wine Cafe.

Customers will have to congregate outside the wine bar to smoke in Walton Street, Little 
Clarendon Street or on the corner of the two streets. This will force pedestrians (including 
families with young children) to step onto the road to avoid them - the road has zigzag 
lines adjacent to the zebra crossing, and is heavily used by cyclists and cars. Customers 
who are unfamiliar with the local area will not appreciate that cyclists are permitted to turn 
into Little Clarendon Street, against the one-way system for vehicles which goes from east 
to west - this poses an additional danger, both for cyclists and pedestrians. The fact that 
one of the entrance doors is positioned at that very corner simply exacerbates the danger 
and risk of public nuisance. We assume that tables and chairs will not be permitted to be 
placed/used outside the building in either street. Is this correct? Regardless, in the 
summer,  the doors of the premises are likely to be left open and customers spill out onto 
the pavement, which means that the noise pollution will be an even greater problem for the 
local residents. 

In relation to the risk of crime and disorder, there is no mention of the wine bar having a 
'bouncer' or security guard in place, unlike the existing wine bar directly opposite. We note 
that staff will help customers to order taxis from a reputable firm - which is commendable - 
however, because of the proximity of the zebra crossing and the narrowness of both 
roads, the waiting taxis are likely to pose an additional hazard to other motorists, cyclists 
and pedestrians - as this is already a busy intersection of two busy roads. 

Given all the above, we would suggest that (a) not having the additional door at the corner 
between Little Clarendon Street and Walton Street (there is already a fire exit onto Walton 
Street), and (b) closing by 11 pm each night and earlier on Sundays, would reduce these 
risks and inevitable noise.
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From: Christopher Coombe 
Posted At: 12 January 2015 16:19 
Posted To: Inbox 
Conversation: 14/04165/PREM 
Subject: 14/04165/PREM 

Licensing Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is 
provided below.

Comments were submitted at 6:18 PM on 12 Jan 2015 from Mr Christopher 
Coombe. 

Application Summary 

Address: 32 Little Clarendon Street Oxford Oxfordshire OX1 
2HU 

Proposal: Premises Licence  
Case Officer: Allan Hibberd  

Customer Details 
Name: Mr Christopher Coombe 
Email:
Address: 30 St John Street Oxford 

Comments Details 
Commenter 
Type: Amenity Group 

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application 
Reasons for 
comment: 

- Amenities or Facilities required  
- Other objection  
- Public Nuisance  

Comments: 6:18 PM on 12 Jan 2015 This objection is made on 
behalf of the St John Street area Residents' 
Association which represents the interests of 
residents of Wellington Square, St John Street and 
Beaumont Buildings. 

The premises are beneath substantial student 
residential accommodation at the quiet end of Little 
Clarendon Street which otherwise has no late night 
activity. Opposite at 30 and 32 Walton Street there 
are already two bars. The late night opening hours will 
cause a public nuisance.  
 
The food preparation and service provision is very 
small and will close 2, 4 or 5 hours before closing time 
of the drinking establishment. Live music will add to 
the public nuisance. 
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The proposal makes no provision for amenities or 
facilities for 
- any smokers' external area. The obvious place is on 
Little Clarendon Street next to the entrance to the 
residential above. 
- waste, fumes, empty bottles or kegs. 
- the boarded up shop front next to the Co-op. 
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From: 
Posted At: 13 January 2015 18:06 
Conversation: Comments for Licensing Application 14/04165/PREM 
Posted To: Inbox 
 
Subject: Comments for Licensing Application 14/04165/PREM 
 
Licensing Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is 
provided below. 
 
Comments were submitted at 6:06 PM on 13 Jan 2015 from Ms Louise Upton. 
 
Application Summary 
Address: 32 Little Clarendon Street Oxford Oxfordshire OX1 2HU  
Proposal: Premises Licence  
Case Officer: Allan Hibberd  
 
Customer Details 
Name: Ms Louise Upton 
Email:   
Address: 13 White Hart Oxford 
 
Comments Details 
Commenter Type: Ward Councillor 
Stance: Customer made comments neither objecting to or supporting the Licensing 
Application 
 
Reasons for comment: 
- Crime and Disorder   
- Public Nuisance  
 
Comments: 6:06 PM on 13 Jan 2015  
 
While I am glad that a local company is taking over this site, can we please think  
about the local residents who like to be in bed by 11pm on a Friday and Saturday 
night, and don't want to be woken by yet more people wandering home drunk after  
this time. I think midnight would be more appropriate than a 1am finish at the 
weekends. 

p
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From: Andrew Pitts   
Posted At: 13 January 2015 16:19 
Posted To: Oxford Wine Cafe (New Prem) 
Conversation: License for 32 little clarendon street  
Subject: License for 32 little clarendon street  

Dear Oxford City Council 

My wife and I fully support the new Oxford Wine Café plans for 32 Little Clarendon 
Street, Oxford.

We always visit Little Clarendon Street and feel that the addition of a wine bar would 
be a great asset to the area. The area should be one for bars and restaurants in my 
opinion, especially for high end premises such as this. 
 
We know the Oxford Wine Café in Summertown very well and they have a great 
reputation. 
 
Andrew and Nickie Pitts 
 
 
Andrew Pitts 
Managing Director 
Publisher Solutions International Ltd 
Oxford, UK 
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From: Emma Hardie  
Posted At: 12 January 2015 20:14  
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk 
Conversation: Licence application oxford wine cafe in Jericho 
Subject: Licence application oxford wine cafe in Jericho 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I recently read in the Oxford Times that the License for the Oxford Wine Cafe in 
Jericho has been put on hold. 
 
I would like to assure you that this business will be a bonus to Jericho. I am a local,  
and visit regularly The Oxford Wine Cafe in Summertown.  

This cafe is not like typical bar. It is quite and is great for discreet business meetings,  
gentle chats and meeting friends. I am a single 51 yr old female, and this is the only  
place I have ever been where I feel comfortable on my own. This cafe attracts a  
discerning type of customer which is very different from the  Customer who would go 
to Raouls and the other bars. This cafe serves good quality wine and coffee, it does 
not attract noisy youth what so ever.  
 
I think it would be great as an alternative place to the existing bars which I don't go  
to. It will attract an older more discerning professional clientele and fill the a gap for a 
quieter customer. 
 
I look forward to it opening as soon as possible as I find the current bars to noisy. 

With kind regards 

Emma Hardie  
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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From: Philip Blanchard   
Posted At: 12 January 2015 13:18 
Posted To: Inbox 
Conversation: Application for Licenced Premises - 32 Little Clarendon Street, 
Oxford - The Oxford Wine Company
Subject: Application for Licenced Premises - 32 Little Clarendon Street, Oxford 
- The Oxford Wine Company 

Dear Sirs 

There has been some comment in the local press regarding the application from the 
Oxford Wine Company to site a new wine bar on the corner of Little Clarendon Street 
and Walton Street. I would like to support that application. 
 
I think a wine bar at the upper end of the market would greatly enhance the area and 
make a welcome contrast with the cocktail bars nearby, as well as providing 
employment opportunities and increasing footfall for other local retailers.   
 
The Oxford Wine Company already has an establishment in Summertown, and so 
already has a proven track record for providing well managed premises where 
people can meet in civilized surroundings for a glass of wine, or cup of coffee. It has 
filled a significant gap in the market, and will do so again for Jericho. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
Philip Blanchard 
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From: Bob Shears  
Posted At: 10 January 2015 10:46 
Posted To: licensing@oxford.gov.uk 
Conversation: Ref 14/04165/PREM LICENCE APPLICATION Oxford Wine Cafe 
Subject: Ref 14/04165/PREM LICENCE APPLICATION Oxford Wine Cafe 

I am writing in strong support of the licensing application:  
 
Ref 14/04165/PREM  LICENCE APPLICATION Oxford Wine Cafe, 32 Little 
Clarendon Street, Oxford,  OX1 2HU 
 
As a regular patron of the Summertown café, I am sure that the Jericho version 
would maintain the high standards of service and respect for the neighbourhood. 

A wine café would be a welcome addition to Jericho and I fully support the licensing 
application. 

R.D. (Bob) Shears 
Flat 14, Randolph House 
1 Hernes Road 
Oxford OX2 7PT 
U.K. 
  
Tel:  
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From: pweatherburn
Posted At: 10 January 2015 06:44 
Conversation: Ref 14/04165/Prem Licence Application: Oxford Wine Cafe 
Subject: Ref 14/04165/Prem Licence Application: Oxford Wine Cafe 

Dear Sirs 

I have been a regular customer of the Oxford Wine Cafe in Summertown for some 
18 months since the acquisition of the premises by the Oxford Wine Company and 
understand that they want to bring their exceptional offer to 32 Little Clarendon St in 
Jericho.

Having lived and run a business in Oxford since 1978, I am satisfied that their 
proposition for the opening of a similar operation in Jericho will be of an immense 
benefit to that neighbourhood and community. 
 
Their Wine Cafe in Summertown has become a meeting place for local living and 
working people alike. Many writers, designers, academics and students spend their 
time there online working with a peaceful ambience and melodic background music 
whilst consuming a wide selection of fine tea, coffee, juices and extensive list of fine 
wines all at reasonable prices.  
 
Their fresh food offer; including a cheese, fish or charcuterie plate with homemade 
breads is delightful, tasty and quick. So too, their selection of paninnis, pastries and 
sandwiches all prepred to order in their limited kitchen space are remarkable.  

Now in my mid-sixties , I used to visit the local bars, Raouls and the Duke of 
Cambridge that appeal to a younger evening clientèle, whereas the Wine Cafe will 
appeal to a more mature discerning customer after visiting cinemas, theatres or 
restaurants in the area.   
 
The Wine Cafe regularly organise wine tasting evenings with qualified speakers, a 
varied live weekly jazz evening with renowned muscians from far afield and even a 
senior summer tennis tournament for the regulars!  

With all of this proposed in their application for a licence, I think the Wine Cafe will 
certainly enhance the locality and in my opinion provide a much needed facility to 
Jericho in particular and Oxford more generally and should be granted.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Philip Weatherburn 
 
 
Sent from Samsung tablet 
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